Taking Dentistry One Step Ahead

Export, share and view your cases
Anytime, anywhere, and anyway you want

NemoBox is a simple and intuitive web service that allows the dentist to export, share or
visualize clinical records such as photographs, radiographs, 3D STL files, DICOM, etc.

EXPORT

VIEW

Have access to clinical records in any device, at anytime, anywhere and by any user.
Is a web page and is not necessary to install anything on the device. Have visual access to your cases
anywhere. NemoBox is a multiplatform service accessible from any computer, tablet, Smartphone or SmartTV, for any user no matter where they are.

You can access your patient's clinical records up to 30 days with NemoBox. This new service is integrated
into the NemoStudio Suite, the multidisciplinary platform that introduces your office to the new digital era.

BENEFITS
Export in a few clicks

Digital platform that
allows to export in a
single site all your digital
cases easily.

www.nemotec.com

Universal display

Cloud service with
maximum availability and
real time-accessible
connection from any device.

Share express

Produce greater
conﬁdence

Web platform that allows
sharing cases between the
different disciplines or with
dental laboratories saving
time and helping the
doctors to go through with
multidisciplinary treatment.

Great patient’s
communication tool. Show
them their customized
cases, evolutions, and
interact with patients by
making them a participant.
It improves the patient's
experience and facilitates
their decision in accepting
treatment plan.

(+34) 91 433 52 22

Taking Dentistry One Step Ahead

CHARACTERISTICS (FEATURES)
•
•
•
•

Export patient records up to 30 days to share with other doctors, radiology centers or laboratories
Store cases and patients files: photographs, x-rays, 3D STL models, DICOM, etc.
Visualize individual photograph or series of photographs using intuitive icons automatically
Calibrate, take measurements, and orientate multiple photographs (wizard)

Request an online demo of
NemoBox by calling:

+34 91 433 52 22
or send an email to
info@nemotec.com
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